[Geriatric wards in a psychiatric and a general hospital: a comparison of problems leading to admission of the patient].
The aim of this investigation was the comparison and description of actual problems of patients admitted to a geriatric ward of a mental hospital and patients admitted to the geriatric ward of a general hospital. The study was conducted in the geriatric unit of the Vincent van Gogh Institute of Psychiatry, in Venray and the geriatric unit in St. Maartens Gasthuis in Venio, both in the Netherlands. The design was retrospective. Data were obtained from discharge letters. The relevant diagnoses and the aetiology of the problems of all patients admitted in 1994 were categorized and compared by means of classification systems and models (medical, synergistic and causal chain model). Approximately 80 percent of the patients admitted to the geriatric unit of the mental hospital turned out to have a physical diagnosis relevant to the problems and almost every patient had a relevant psychiatric diagnosis. Life events and relationship problems played an important part. More than half of the patients admitted to the geriatric unit of the general hospital had a relevant psychiatric diagnosis and almost every patient had a physical diagnosis relevant to the problems. Mostly the aetiology of the problems of the patients of the geriatric unit of the mental hospital can be described by means of the medical model. The aetiology of the problems of the patients of the geriatric unit of the general hospital can mainly be described by the synergistic model. The causal chain model is seldom found. An event is more frequently found in the geriatric unit of the mental hospital. Often the referring Doctor could not point out adequately the underlying cause of the problems. We conclude that the problems of the patients, admitted to the geriatric unit of a mental and of a general hospital, differ substantially and in both units the problems are complex, in terms of diagnoses, aetiology and/or treatment.